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Using a versioned archive server as
the center of your publishing workflow.
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About Me
• Senior Bible Editor, at

Tyndale House
Publishers since 1997
• General Editor of the
NLT Study Bible (2008)
• Designer of Publishing
Software since 1999
• Publishing Technology
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About You
• Name
• Company
• Role
• What would you

like to learn
about or
discuss today?
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Today’s Agenda: Archive Workflow
• Creating Products
• Curating Products
• Auditing and Validating
• Automating Processes
• Indexing and Searching
• Creating a Web-Based Interface
• Questions, Discussions, Debates
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A Tale of Two Workflows
Traditional Workflow
• Email and filesystem

to manage files.
• Where did I save it?
• Rename files to save
diﬀerent versions.
• Backups not built in.
• Manual processes.

Archive Workflow
• Archive to manage

files: central storage.
• Consistent locations.
• No renaming; log
describes versions.
• Automated backups.
• Automatic processes.
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TYPESETTER
(InDesign)
- proofreading
corrections via
paper, PDF, or
InCopy
- the typeset file
is the de facto
“archival” form
of the content.
- who can use it?
- what can be
done with it?

EBOOKS
APPS
WEB
- Outsourced
to the lowest
bidder
- How are
corrections
made?
- Who controls
content
quality?
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Archive Workflow
Inputs

Interfaces

Outputs

FILES, API, WEB, APP
ADOBE
MICROSOFT
INDESIGN
WORD
GOOGLE DRIVE
WORDPRESS
PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATOR
Manuscripts
Design / Artwork
Media Assets

WEB

ARCHIVE
SERVER
Editing
Typesetting
Indexing
Review
Search

EPUB, IBOOKS
KINDLE
DATA FOR APPS
Proofreading
Printing
Ebook Production
Distribution
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Creating Products

“they will pry Photoshop* from my cold, rigor mortised
fingers when I’m dead” @riznphnx
• Keep your favorite applications.
• Use the same-old file system.
• Work on local copies of files.
• Work oﬀline most of the time.
• Periodically connect to the central

archive server to update and commit.

* Insert name of your favorite application here.
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Curating Products
The Archive in all its g(l)ory

• The Archive is a Versioned Filesystem.
• Interface through a local “working copy”

that is “checked out” of the archive.
• Daily routine: Update, edit, commit.
• The Archive server is backed up regularly.
• Automatic processing can be done on the
server every time a commit is made.

Content!Curation!and!Archiving,!2!
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Server2Based$Versioned$Archiving$

Why Subversion?

The!central!content!archive!is!the!hub!of!an!XML!publishing!workflow.!All!content!flows!into!this!
hub!for!permanent!curation,!and!all!content!flows!out!of!it!for!publication.!!

Choosing$a$Version2Control$Environment$
!

Subversion$

GIT$

paradigm$

centralized!

distributed!

implied$workflow$

centralized!

nonLlinear,!nonLcentralized!

commit$

oneLstep,!remote!

twoLstep:!local!commit,!remote!
“push”!

working$copy$

any!path!within!
repository!

whole!repository!

implied$repository$
organization$

monolithic:!one!
repository!

atomistic:!many!repositories!per!
server!

client$cmd$

svn!

git!

programmable$hooks$

yes!

possible!

extension$language$

several!bindings!

several!bindings!

server$$

Apache!

Apache!

WebDAV$

yes!

possible!

Subversion:$The$Recommended$Archive$Platform$
We!have!been!using!Subversion!to!house!our!content!archives!on!web!servers.!This!decision!has!
several!advantages:!
•!

All!content!changes!are!automatically!versioned,!and!each!version!is!accompanied!by!the!
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The Subversion
Book
Learn all about
Subversion:
http://
svnbook.redbean.com
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Auditing/Validating
(Products, not you)

• Define what your files should and

shouldn’t include.
• Audit/Validate the files before they are
accepted into the archive = Pre-Commit.
• Once files are accepted, you know they
are ready for what is in store next.
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Automating Processes

and then watch ’em go! until they don’t …
• Automate processing after the files have

been committed = Post-Commit.
• Transform files from input to archival
formats automatically. E.g.,

• Word to XML to ICML, which goes into InDesign
• ICML to XML to XHTML, which goes into ebooks.

• Notify people when changes are made.
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Creating a Web-Based Interface
“Oh noes, not that!” — not your daddy’s CMS.

• A web application that interfaces with

the archive directly
• Browser-based content review, issue
tracking, and/or search
• More ambitious: browser-based editing
backed by the archive
• Create an API for your other applications.
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Tyndale Bibles
Web interface
Actual content.
print & ebooks
built from it.
Authentic fonts.
Product search.
Content review.
Issue tracking.
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Indexing and Searching

Maybe I can find something witty in our archive …
• Add all content to the search index

automatically post-commit.
• Search the content from the web
browser or through an API.
• Show partial content and thumbnail
images in context
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Tyndale Bibles
Search: Beitzel
Photo Library

All the
content in
the index
can be
searched
through a
simple web
interface or
API.
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TYNDALE BIBLES:

ONE YEAR CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLE
A working example of some of these principles in action
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SPLINTERED NATION
930–586 BC

EXILE
586–538 BC

RETURN & DIASPORA
538–6 BC

JESUS CHRIST
6 BC–AD 30

THE CHURCH
AD 30–present

26 When Saul returned to his home at Gibeah, a
group of men whose hearts God had touched went
with him. 27 But there were some scoundrels who
complained, “How can this man save us?” And they
scorned him and refused to bring him gifts. But Saul
ignored them.
[Nahash, king of the Ammonites, had been grievously oppressing the people of Gad and Reuben who
lived east of the Jordan River. He gouged out the right
eye of each of the Israelites living there, and he didn’t
allow anyone to come and rescue them. In fact, of all
the Israelites east of the Jordan, there wasn’t a single
one whose right eye Nahash had not gouged out. But
there were 7,000 men who had escaped from the
Ammonites, and they had settled in Jabesh-gilead.]*

told the people about their plight, everyone broke into
tears. 5 Saul had been plowing a field with his oxen,
and when he returned to town, he asked, “What’s the
matter? Why is everyone crying?” So they told him
about the message from Jabesh.
6 Then the Spirit of God came powerfully upon Saul,
and he became very angry. 7 He took two oxen and cut
them into pieces and sent the messengers to carry
them throughout Israel with this message: “This is
what will happen to the oxen of anyone who refuses
to follow Saul and Samuel into battle!” And the Lord
made the people afraid of Saul’s anger, and all of them
came out together as one. 8When Saul mobilized them
at Bezek, he found that there were 300,000 men from
Israel and 30,000* men from Judah.
9 So Saul sent the messengers back to Jabesh-gilead
Saul Defeats the Ammonites
to say, “We will rescue you by noontime tomorrow!”
1 SAMUEL 11:1-15
There was great joy throughout the town when that
About a month later,* King Nahash of Ammon led message arrived!
10 The men of Jabesh then told their enemies, “Tohis army against the Israelite town of Jabesh-gilead.
But all the citizens of Jabesh asked for peace. “Make morrow we will come out to you, and you can do to
a treaty with us, and we will be your servants,” they us whatever you wish.” 11 But before dawn the next
pleaded.
morning, Saul arrived, having divided his army into
2 “All right,” Nahash said, “but only on one condition.
three detachments. He launched a surprise attack
I will gouge out the right eye of every one of you as a against the Ammonites and slaughtered them the
whole morning. The remnant of their army was so
disgrace to all Israel!”
3 “Give us seven days to send messengers throughbadly scattered that no two of them were left together.
12 Then the people exclaimed to Samuel, “Now
out Israel!” replied the elders of Jabesh. “If no one
comes to save us, we will agree to your terms.”
where are those men who said, ‘Why should Saul
4 When the messengers came to Gibeah of Saul and
rule over us?’ Bring them here, and we will kill them!”

Samuel, in his charge to both the king and
the people, wanted to make sure that the rule
of Israel’s king would be different from that
of his pagan counterparts. “Placed it before
the LORD” means that Samuel put the scroll,
as a witness to the agreement, in a special
place at Mizpah.
1 Sam 10:26-27 Some men became Saul’s
constant companions, while others despised
him. Criticism will always be directed toward
those who lead because they are out in front.
At this time, Saul took no notice of those who
seemed to be against him, although later
he would become consumed with jealousy
(1 Sam 19:1-3; 26:17-21). As you lead, listen to constructive criticism, but don’t spend
valuable time and energy worrying about
those who may oppose you. Instead, focus

1 Sam 11:3 Why would Nahash give the
city of Jabesh-gilead seven days to find
an army to help them? Because Israel was
still disorganized, Nahash was betting that
no one would come to the city’s aid. He
was hoping to take the city without a fight
and avoid a battle. He also may not have
been prepared to attack the city because
a siege against its walls could last weeks
or months.
1 Sam 11:6 Anger is a powerful emotion.
Often it may drive people to hurt others
with words or physical violence. But anger
directed at sin and the mistreatment of others is not wrong. Saul was angered by the
Ammonites’ threat to humiliate and mistreat
his fellow Israelites. The Holy Spirit used
Saul’s anger to bring justice and freedom.
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1 Sm 10:27 This paragraph, which is not included in the Masoretic Text, is found in Dead Sea Scroll 4QSama.
a month later. 1 Sm 11:8 Dead Sea Scrolls and Greek version read 70,000.
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Print product
We built the
archive from
the NLT print
edition, then
used the
archive version
to create the
KJV edition
from the same
files and saved
the typesetter
many hours.

AMMON

Dead Sea
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XML Source
This the XML
source file of
the same
content. We
store all Bible
content in XML.
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Bible Ebooks
Output from
the archive
Authentic fonts
iBooks on OS X.
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QUESTIONS, DISCUSSIONS,
DEBATES
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Follow Up
• This presentation:

http://blackearthgroup.com/blog/
2014/10/20/archive-workflowpresentation-ecpa-pubu-2014/
• Content Curation (draft chapter):
http://blackearthgroup.com/blog/
2014/10/18/the-archive-getting-started/
• @saharrison,
sah.harrison@gmail.com

